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TODA Y'S WEATHER
Continued. partly cloudy with
warm days and cool nights. Winds
southerly, less than 12 miles per
hour. High near 83, ·low near. 60.
For Thursday little change
exJJected.
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A program.has been developed at USF to help students with
problems ranging from poor grades to weight control.
Offered by the Counseling Center for Human
Development, the program is termed by its director, John
Welch, as•"peer management."
· According to W,elch, a student who comes seeking help is put
on a program aimed at solving his problem. The student~s
program .is managed by a fello-w student referrred to as a peer ·
manager.
"We are using undergraduates as peer managers because they .
are able to reach the students on their leveL They know their
problems and are able to relate to thern/' Wekh .said ..
"Our managers are trained in behavior modification. They

Wednesday; April 12, 1972

reinforce appropriate behavior through posmve social
rea~tion," he said.
UNDER THE program the managers meet with the
students
they work with three nights a week for five to, 15
.
mmutes.
There are 21 managers in the program now, Welcb said, and
plans are to use five to seven peers per manager.
The program offers help in social1 contact, grade
improvement, weight control, class participation. and
confrontation.
·
Students interested in assistance from the program should
call the Counseling Center at 974-2831.

Registration ·,;1f.ter disqualification_

Council may adopt
new academic law
By BENJAMIN WAKSMAN
Oracle Staff Writer
The Council of Deans voted·
to adopt a new Academic
Disqualification policy
yesterday. .
According · to Dr. Carl
Riggs,
vice-president
for
Academic Affairs, the new
policy
would
allow
disqualified students to register
for the quarter following
.·disqualification only.
"DURING THE term,"
Riggs said, "th~y then must
petition · the Academic

stopped at registration and told
to petition the Committee for
permission to conti!1ue school.
,

Riggs said that during early
registration students were. not
being stopped while students
goi·_n g ~hrough regu _lar
registration were gomg
through the old procedures.

RIGGS

Standards Committe~."
A student is automatically
The vice-president said that · disqualified if he fails to have a
2.0 cumulative ' Grade Point
in the past students · were
Ratio after attempting 135
quarter hours.

ln·structor evaluation
form gets cou.n _c i! 0 I<
-

"THIS CREA TED a
double standard," he said," and
an undesirable situation."

~

Before
automatic
disqualification
a s·tudent
usually falls into the categories
of Academic Warning · and
Final Academic Warning..

Oracle photo by John Moede

Miles.Reck and "Earthy Street" Vicki (in the box) discuss
an upcomming movie to be shown in the UC Ballroom. The .
movie, entitled Earthy Stre_et: where we all live," will be
shown next Monday and Tuesday at 9 p.m. and Wednesday
at 2 p.m.

Basic questions of the new
evaluation," Riggs said. "Now
- student
ev-aluation-ofDr. Caldwelll is going to write
To be placed under
instructor forms were passed
out the questions themselves in · Academic ·Warning a student
by the · Council of Deans
a more effective manner.
·.
,
must have below 1.5 average
yesterday.
The new evaluation will be with less than 45 attempted
According to Dr. Carl ' divided into two parts--the first quarter hours and below 1. 7
Riggs,
vice-president · for
section involving
the with attempted hours between
Academic Affairs, the 15instructor, and the second part 45 and 89.
•
question form will . go
involv.ing ·the instruction,
simultaneously ·to Dr. Edward according to Riggs.
Ua studenthaslessthana2.0
Caldwell, director of testing
The vice-president said that
and ·hasmorethan89attempted
By PAT ALL.EN
' and
e valuation,
for
some overlap would exist
hours, he is. placed on Final
Oracle Staff Writer
modification and the Faculty between the new and the old
Academic Warning and must
A
1· ·
f
Committee for ratification.
25-question form.
petttlon the Academic .
pre tmmary report 0
I
5
"We agreed on the basic aim,
"But \1/e think that the main
Stan~ards Committee for re- near Y·
O
case
the basic thrust of the thrust .is different," he said..
·
recommendati 0 ns, most
.
admission.
reflecting salary inequities, will

Inequities · found
,n vvomen salaries

B_ookstore Policy criticized
By MIKE KiLGORE
Oracle Staff Writer
Student ire at the bookstore
and its management has been
raised ' because of a cutback in
student working hours and the
book return policy.
Revised day and evening
shift hours, ~ effective last
Mond:i,y, cut the hours of
student employes by a ,hour

be forwarded in a few days to
President Cecil Mackey·by the
Ad Hoc Committee on the
Salary Status of Faculty
Women.
Dr. E lien K imme'l,
committee chairman, said
yesterday .that the preliminary
report-is almost readx, The
cases· are among 13 6 beirig
studied by the committee.
/

so·

daily. Students now work from
5:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. instead of
starting at 4:30.
·

unfavorably to the change. Thursday~
The store's book return One student ch,uged Berry was " a dictator."
poUcy was ~lso criticized by
Another criticized the lack of students.
"WHAT WE'VE done is to communication between Berry
A recent letter in :The
'.IN MANY of the c.-ast:s, tht:
eliminate - the half-hour and the employe's. _ . They .Oracle, by Alan Mones
.committee will recommend
overlap," .said Tom Berry, · waited until almost the last attacked the bookstore for not that
· money equaling ilie
director of the bookstore. He possible day to tell us about the immediately taking back a
amount of difference in the
said the move would give change," she said.
book after he had removed the salaries of a woman and her
better utilization of personnel
price sticker.
and reduce expenses.
THE STUDENTS were
. Berry said · the books~ore .counterpart be budgeted to
Student employ es reacted - notified of the chan'ge on
Continued on page ·eleven
Continued on page twelve
.·

.

.:.

(
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State ol<ays "1eW consumer advising .post
Authority and funds to
establish a consumer ,adviser's
office has been given Gov.
Reubin Askew under a
provision in the state budget. A lump-sum appropriation of
$64,450 for use by Askew in
setting up the new post "was
put in the final budget on the
last day of the conference
committee'-s, deliberations "
said Sen. Louis de la Parte,
Tampa, chairman of the Senate
Ways and Means Committee.·

[State,

·

.

· Rap

****
A state senate committee
voted 5-0 yesterday for acourt
compromise on county judges,
easing the way for an expected

D-·

finalize the swjtch-over to
Florida's new coutt system. ·

_p
u'

/

DON'T FORGET.
REGISTER
TO

VOTE

t,,'

"TAKING OFF••.
ONE OF THE BEST
AM ERICAN FILMS

****

_,-

,..

****

****

calling for legalization of the
substance. It called for
redirection of enforcement
against suppliers.

Africa, I smoked marijuana and
' it had absolutly no effect on
me;" he said. "Marijuana isn't
****
- - --- - - - .
physically or, except inJ emote
instances, even psychologically
More air and naval for-ces are
being poured intinto Southeast damaging. ''
The
Commission
Asia as part of United States
recommended marijuana use·
counter-attack on recent North
Vietnamese
offensives, _and posession penalties be
· according to Secretary · -of abolished but stopped short o{
Defense Melvin R. Laird.
Four hundred American -FOR Y O U R · - - - - - - infantrymen, some of them
JNFQRMATJQN
scheduled to return home; were
flown into combat areas below
World Affairs
the demilitarized zone.

/

Starnes . warned that unless
the State provides public
transit, the presentautomobileoriented system will become
obsolete in the next ten years.

Former governor Claude_
Kirk is hinting that he may try .
·· to reclain the governorship of
Florida in 1974. He mentioned
., school busing as one of the·~
issues he will use- tcjVconfront · ··
Governor Reuben A ~ew.

~

A fatal' earthquake . shook
southern Iran Monday,
leveling farming villages and
killing more than 4,000 people.
The qua~e, which struck at
dawn,- was Iran's worst since
1968, when an . estimated
20,000 persons were killed.

Lester Maddox, Georgia's
Lt. Governor, will be in
Pinellas County Sunday to
address the Citizens Council.
Maddox will spe_ak at the
Princess Martha Botel at 4
p.m. _

passage of the proposal in both
houses. The unanimous vote
by the Senate Judiciary "A"
Committee came as legislators
were back in Tallahassee to

Earthquake lei/ls 4,000,
levels villages in Iran
.

Florida's transportation
system may be headed for
failure · according to Earl
Starnes, director of Mass
Transit Opera dons for the
Florida De·partment of
Transportation.
·

****

World -Affairs Council elections
will be today at 2 p.m. in UC 158.
Students and faculty are invited to ·
attend.

Americans "l!re in for roug~
economic days" said Treasury
·Secr:etary John Connaly on
Monday . He said the nation is
in a period of "trouble, turmoil,
trial and dissension."
-

Press Club

According to Connally,
Americans will have to make
. individual sacrifices to return
thenation to a position of world
leadership.

A mandatory meeting for all
Press Club members will be held 2
p.m. Friday in The Oracle office,
LAN 469. The club is preparing to
affiliate with Sigma Delta Chi and
members who miss this meeting
will be dropped. Anv, interested
_students are invited to attend.

*****

English careers

Sen. Harold Hughes, Dlowa, a memberof the National
Commission on Marijuana and
. .,,, Drug Abuse, admitted . he has
smoked marijuana and called
for an ammesty for persons
·serving prison sentences for
using it.
'
__ _ "During World War II in

Prof. Edgar Hirshberg will chair a
Career Seminar for English majors
today at 7:30 p.rri. in the UC
Ballroom. - The purpose of the
seminar is to acquaint English
majors with a number of job
possibilities and some ·, general
principles involved in seeking and
finding a sa,isfying career.

- .

Sen. William Proxmire, DWis., unveiled the top of his
head yesterday, revealing a
$1,500 hair transplant. "If you
rub your hand over it, it feels
like a two-day growth of
beard," pe said.

-YO_U ARE GOING TO SEE IN 1972!"
- Joseph Gelmis, Newsday

"I WISH THERE WAS A FUNNIER
WORD FOR FUNNY! YOU'LL
HAVE A GREAT TIME!"
-Gene Shalit, NBC-TV

***
Mention of Angela Davis in
the media coverage of the
ambush slaying of Black
Panther, James Carr,
stimulated complaints from
defense attorneys that the
stories might influence the
Jurors.
After questioning the jurors
on Monday, the judge
instucted them to forget about _
the coverage if they had read it.

"RECKLESSLY FUNNY!"
- Penelope Gilliatt, New Yorker Maqazine

"HILARIOUS! ·
UNCOMMONLY ENTERTAINING l"
- Hollis Alpert. Saturday Review

Join the

.P..RC.!*
they'll put you
on while they're

***
Sen. George S. McGovern,
D-S.D., plans only a "cautious
courtship" ·of the
Pennsylvania, Ohio and
Michigan primaries, which will
choose 46 7 Democratic
cpnven_tion delegates in the
next five weeks.

Taking
Off!

"RECKLESSLY FUNNY!''
New Yorker Magazine

"TAKING OFF"
Tonight 7 & 9:30 P.M.
LAN 103

50¢
*SOCIETY FOR THE PARENTS OF FUGITIVE CHILDREN.

"TAKING OFF"

AUTO INSUR.ANCE PRICES

A FORMAN-CROWN-HAUSMAN, INC. PRODUCTION
.

Moving

.

Violation ·
(36 mos.)

'

·1

. .•

IN ASSOCIATION WITH .CLAUDE BERRI

3 -

2

4

,

'

)

Single

1

·127·

( 19~i4 yrs.)
-

· Married
( 16-24 yrs.)

.932-3246

I

152

169

.
;?

LYNN CARLIN AND BUCK 'HENRY

w· :h GEORGIA ENGEL • TONY HARVEY • AUDRA LINDLEY · PAUL BENEDICT
THE IKE AND TINA / AND
TUR~ER REVUE
INTRODUCING
AS JEANNIE
• WRITTEN BY MILOS FORMAN. JOHN GUARE,

UNNEA HEACOCK

\1!11 .

AMILOSFORMANFILM
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE• IN COL.OR

l18

-

-

·1 25

139

156

ALL RISK INSURANCE .
932-2346 ·
ONE REFUSED
MONTHLY PAYMENTS
f

NO

139

STARRING

U81ltlCTl!D

Under 17 n,qUi,n •ccompany.ng

••-•• ..!"'G..,diln

•!.·.

~

TONIGHT!
7 &9 P.M.

LAN 103

.50¢

(

Advance Ticket 'Sales l: 15-4:30 P.M.
TAT Box Office
Film Art Series

•
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Democratic convention

.

Walla ce delega tion gets
USF •studen t' support
men, women and blacks. They
will meet in Miami July 8 with
the primary responsibility of
voting for a
Democratic
Gov. Geotge Wallace can be
nommee.
assured of at least one USF
However, Miss King feels
"
MY
PA
RENTS
are
supporter in the Democratic
that
they also have a
National Convention · this
extremely involved and
responsibility
to form a
July .Cecilia Ann King, 4EDE, . - naturally they influenced me, " ·
has been elected a delegate for · Miss King said, "although my platform' Wallace can stand on.
Also, a part of the seventh
District Seven.
views are my own."
district
delegation are Cecil W.
A 20-y_ear-old coed, Miss
Included among the 6 7
.
Wallace
delegates
are King, Miss King's father, and
K mg
was chosen at a caucus
James Edward Hysmith , her
professi_
o
nals,
housewives,
1\1arch 5 , from among 2 8
candidates.
students, teachers and retirees, fiance.
By Maria Garcia
Oracle News Editor

Cralt Shop
Randy Sonnenburg works on his own project in the
UC - Craft Shop. Located in the easf wing of the
basement, the shop is open Monday-Friday 1":9:30
p.m. (closed 5:30-6:30), Saturday 1-5 p.m. and
closed on Sunday.
. Oracle photo by John Moale

SHE WILL be committed to
Wallace only on the first two
ballots at the Miami Beach
Convention, but she doesQ 's
plan to change her vote after
that.

House bill boosts
GI Bill -benefit s
The · Senate Ve t era ns
Committee is holding hearings
on .legislation passed by the
House to increase veterans'
education b~nefits by 14 per
cent.

substantiallybeyondthe14 per
cent voted by the House.
_
THE SECO D approach
would be to have · · Veterans
Administration (VA) pick up
part - if not all - of a veteran
T he Senate Committee is
student's tuition, book and fee
report ~dly studying two
costs. This approach, howeve r,
different approaches to raising
is expected to draw stiff
education ra tes. One approach
opposition
from · House
wo t,ild be to raise rates
Veterans Affairs Committee
Cha irman Rep. Olin Teague
(D., Texas).
The 14 per cent increase in veterans' education allowances
voted by the House would hik e
GI Bill rates for single veterans
frorv $ 17 5 to $200 monthl y;
.
and for veterans 1 with two
dependents from $230 to $260
monthly : T he ad dition a l
Volumes for an inmates ' - dependency wo uld be raised
library for the Board of
from $13 to $ 15 monthl y per
Corrections Stockade will be
child under the bill.
collected throughout Qtr. 3 by
THE HOUSE bill would
Dr. . Abdelwahab Hechiche,
also raise allowances by 14 per
assistant
professor of cent for service-disabled
veterans attending school or
lmerdisciplinary Studies.
training under V A 's vocational
rehabilitation
program, and for
All genres will b·e accepted,
wives,
widows
and children
Hechi~he said, and both
drawing
education
allowances
hardcover
and
paperback ·
under V A ' s Dependents
books are welcome. ·1"he
Education
Assistance
library, when complete, will
provide a wide variety ot Program.
Several members in the
literature for prisoners.
,,
House floor· debate on the
Books may be given directl y - legislation said they would like
to Hechiche, or feft iri his office to offer a:nendments to raise G 1
in Social Sciences 394.
· Bill ratei still furth er.

"I favor all of his views:
those on law and order, foreign
policy busing ,'" she said . "I
can 't think of one I'm not for.
I'm convinced thr'ough him
will be the best way for our
country to go, and I'm for him
and no one else. "
The staunch Wallaceite has a
strong backgroung of political
involement An activ e

camp1gner "in the 1968
elections, she has been
encourged in participation by
her family.

SLIK CHIK
10024 N. 30th St.

~ A \ . E . $ALE S A ~
DRESS SLACKS - $15.00
PANTS & JEANS - $7.00
TOPS - $7.00
DRESSES - $10.00
Special
CHAIN NECKLACES - $1.00

Would you share malt liquor with a friend?
Sure. Now there's no question about it. Because now malt liquor has a good
name. BUDWEISER. BUDWEISER
Malt Liquor is 100%-malt, malt liquor (no
.
other grains are added). This makes BUDWEISER the first malt liquor
that really is .. . malt liquor.
~

Drive seeks
books for
.
prisoners

Barefoot policy unsolved
Whether barefoot students
will be allowed in the Andros
Snack Bar is still a question
which remains unanswered .
Saga Food Director John
Ly:ndes pledged last quarter
that if enough students
petitioned j n favor ·of allowing
bare feet in the snack bar shoes
ma y not have to be worn.
Not
'
........r.:

one

s1gnat1.1re

has

appeared on the petition thus
far, he said.
According to Lyndes, ·
students do not seem to object
to the request that shoes be
worn in the snack bar.
Final action on barefoot
policy will be reached
depending on student requ est,
and' if a significant percentage
of opinions of Saga patrons are
reflected. -

w -.~6 .:• .• •..r.r...-..:.u...-.~·..i"........t l..:.:, .. ·..:..1'1'~~,.......~~..,.•... .•..
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Bilce paths aroun d USF ·neede d
As more and mote students take toriding bicycles to campus the need for
bicycle paths in the areas adjoining USF
becomes readily apparent. Heavy traffic
on Fletcher, Fowler, and 131st
Avenues literally makes this
·economical, non_-polluting means of 1
threateningly ·
transportation
dangerous.
So far this year at least one student has
been struck by an automobile ·while
riding a bicycle in an off-campus -area
near school. Many others have
narrowly avoided the same fate as cars
rush by, inches away. '
Though in several instantes the
driv_er- of the automobile is irresponsible
or the bicyclist is reckle~s, the fault does
not totally lie with these parties. It is ..
unfair to ask the bicyclist to ride upon
the grass or sand on the side 9f the road,
but is is equally unfair to make a car inch ·
along at the pace of a bicycle, unable to ·
pass because of heavy traffic from the
opposite direction. ·
As -a single, perfunctory glance about
campus will reveal, there are enough
bicyclists to warrant expenditures for
bike paths)eading to the sch_ool. The
· bicycle trend is growing, and it should.
be encouraged. Not only i~ it often
convenient to ride the bike, but it also
reduces pollution, benefits the cyclist's
health, and _alleviates the already
overcrowded parking situation.
The bicyclists have ?, ti_ght to e?'pe~
some protection from .traffic · and they
. should receive it. Bike paths seem to be
the most obvious· and efficient way of
·accomplishing this. The ·accesses to
USF are along public roads.- Therefore,
it seems proper that the county provide
this needed service. The students at
USF are a legitimate part o f_
-Hillsborough county--they patronize
local business and most live off campus
in Tesidenti~l zones ,within this county.
They have a right to expect services
from Hillsborough county, and a
system of bike paths is one service
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which should be provided now.
Naturally, use of these paths would be
open to and probably convenient for
non-srudents also.
The county will not be likely to take
action on this matter until the point is
brought to the attention of local
legislators and driven home to them.
Student groups could be organized to
present our case to the proper
authorities and to press for action. It
seems that the already established
bicyde club would be a natural for this.
While most of the -obligation for
iinplimentirig bike paths rests with the
county, USF (either through SG or the
official institution) can still do
something to protect the lives of its
students. USF owns all the P-roperty on
the north side of Fletcher Ave. from the
golf course extending east to the
Hillsborough River. It could, and
should, take the m1t1ative by.
constructing paths on that land, at least
as far as Mar-Jo apartments. This could
-be done between the road and the fence,
thereby leaving untouched the
ecological perserve.
The implimentation of bicycle paths
is not a frivolous measure designed to
make things a little more comfortable
for a group of people who play with a . ·
children's toy. It is a real necessity for
protecting the lives of a significant,
number of short range transportation.
We needn't wait to have someone killed
to provide the impetus for constructing
bike paths. Let's build them now!

·sy Riclc Mitz====================~======1t

Doctor Psychic
i

====Th e· Right Time
11::::== ======
-sparkly eyes on a small man with a small .

Friday night eighto'clock. Hundred~
"I'd really like that."
of people slumped into plastic bump- head. How could it ever hold all that
H wouldn'r really like that-- oh,
Dr.
us
tell
ever
he
could
How
information?
back chairs in a hotel ballroom. Stumpy
that he can 't do it, it's just
not
it's
know
to
wanted
always
we
stout and starched old ladies, men with everything
Lisa pops in.
secretary
...
that
afraid
one's
no
And
·pot bottoms and bellies with horoscopal about everything?
ask.
to
hope, young men•in short fur coats and
"DOCTOR, your seven o'clock
_ AN HOUR warm-up session
long fur hair, hurried husbands worried
wives and . purring babes, wenches complete with dream talk, ESP pointers appointment is here and .waiting." He'll
wrenching · down ice-cubed Scotch·es, and the audience sways and sways and- be right out.
bloodied Marys look~ng for · answers, - ·whoo[JlJilp __ they're his as he's about . • The ~eporter . from a large
waiting for ·words from Doctor to be-theirs And during thadiotir: three metr?pohtan daily goe_s away
unsat1~fied an? ready to wnte ~p his
magic mots that will put· young Dr.
,
Psychic.
expenences m twelve minutes
psychic
trance
a
in
Huntington
Three-fifty admission. They paid the
for all of the city to read and experience.
same price for three and a half hours of D ... d t:wenty- t?ur ?urs lat~r, i-1~tl e .Outside
in the -next room a family sits,
Fiddler on the Roof; for this fiddler on
. r. h_unthmgtlon sits eatmlgk~us tmetoh11i dutching a cassette to memorialize tthe
their roofs.
· ch·
h fl
• · (I' 1 b
e
m 1s ote room ta mg o
~~) a~Jt:ai~gf~r\t; t:e°:tyw~~n~~~
dbepresshing presds~ "Where were you
THEY WAIT for Dr. Cure:..All;
"
f $ . · th "G d l k K h
.. .are you
om ... ow o 1 , are· you
their ·future in the palm of his hands;
-·ed ... so you re s_mg le th en ... how- of .2 5DtruH .H ool kuc -- a· · una:11
,
I
marn
their past in his pockets; , the\r
a
ts
are.
you
Y
uc
ow
·
r.
rom
do
doyou-do-it" when a how do you
present in his know-all _mind; . ~e1r
,
.
too rea1·
would have been enough.
.presence in his presents to them--a lmle
;And Dr. f-!-, IS -real. Hes real because
and
Thirty- ear old Dr. H smiles
bit of prediction, a slice of truth, $3 .50
they
· w hy don ,t t h ey he
· dl y, b ut
· to ·b e yfnen
,
· d make
b
h ,s real because
h. • s real,l he
tnes
skeptics _on a Friday night waiting to be
1
im rea , ~ s rea ecau,se 1t oesn t
ask what he really wants them ro ·ask
proven wronged.
(and so why ctoesn\ he make them?) matter one, bit wheth~r hes real or not;
Friday night eight-twenty o'clock.
and why can't he answer what he really b~cause ~e s plop~ed mto ~hese peoples
Somebody's young blond boy walks
mmds life-long hsts of 1mportants -·
· "
· t s to answer:wan
.•
out to announce to the crowd that Dr.
care about yourself, take control of your
.
.
Hut he never gets a chance to say it. life y· ou are the most important person
Richard Huntington--star of hotel
' world, I know.
" ...ace repo~ter in the
.
"D
· r:, .H untmgton
ballrooms, private consultations and .
Dr. Richard Huntington doesn't care
black and white advertisements in the says ... will Y,~u tell me e.verythmg
. if they think he's real. He only cares if
movie sections'of both of the Dailies-- is ab~ut myself?
It takes an hour for me to get they think they're real. Which is much
-- " gasp" -- late, dead·, ill. The mind 's
warm~ up .. .l have to put all t_hat tap_e harder on a Friday night eight o'clock
multiple .choice game is open for fate.
on aga•?···an~ when I take 1t off !t for hundreds of people slumped into
Instead: "Hello."
So this is Dr. i-I with his black- hurts_. . .I_ m l~smg my eyebrows ... but if plastic burripack chairs to believe.
button~d suit and, Dick Cavett face, - you ms1st ...

:i1

h
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Last year SG dedi cate d to issues'
Edi.tor:
I would like to congratulate
you and your staff for the fine
job you are doing in publishing
the Oracle daily·. I feel the news
content is worthwhile and, in
most cases, appears to be quite
accurate.
However, I must take
exception with your editorial
of April 6, · "Student
Government needs dedication
to issues ." I would like to call
your attention to the statement
"We are reminded of the
equally laudable plans of
last year's SG administration
which included: transportation
for sick students, emergency
telephone service, and
provisions for medical
specialists on campus."
In response to this statement,
first, "transportation for sick
students." Increased ambulance
service over what was available
last year is in operation and was
the
through
negotiated
personal efforts of the president
of Student Government, Jeff
Smith. These arrangements
were made at no cost to the
student body through
Ambulance Incorporated in
cooperation with University
Community Hospital.

I

✓

Second, the Emergency
was
Project
Telephone
developed by Miss Diane
Salvage, student Senator, until
her graduation in August,
19 71, at which time I assumed
her responsibilities. In a
meeting wi th Vice President
Hartley in Octoberof last year,
it was decided that emergency
telephone serv'ice on the
campus would not be necessary
due to the expansion of the
campus security force since the
major difficulty with an
emergency telephone service is
that a student injured to the
of uncon.;ciousness
point
would not be able io utilize the
service. The increased security
allocation to the Unive rsity
came as a result ·of The
Representative's
Florida
The passage
1422.
House Bill
of this bill by the House
Committee on Education was
affected in part by testimon y of
Robert Hightower, th en
p·r esident of Student
Government, to that
committee.

STUDEN T COMME NTARY

the factors surrounding any
allegations be made .
Sincerely,
James M . Rose
Secretary of Finance
Chairman, Student Finance
Committee
I

spite our face ." To the best of
my knowledge and after
examining the Student Finance
Committee's and the Student
Legislature's Recommendations as presented to the
presidents of the University for
the past three ( 3) years
concerning rhe Activity
Service Fee Budget, I must
conclude that this statement is

untrue and unfounded.
Editor's note:
We were under the
I ·do not question the other
points of your editorial since · impression that no action
had' been taken on the
they are relevant and any
telephone
be
to
emergency
organization that hopes
the ambulance
service,
representative of the group it
service or the medical
purports to serve must be able
We
service.
specialists
-to accept criticism for its
checked with President
mistakes. However, in the
Mark Adams at SGwho was
future, I would request that a
more thorough investigation of · unable to find records on

these and who stated that to
his knowledge no action
had been taken on any of
them. If, in fact, action has
we stand
been taken,
corrected. The resolution to
cut all funding to the Health
Center (Resolution #39QI/~ 197 2) reveals flippancy
and lack of concern for the
SG's responsibility in
funding the Health Center.
the
it · put
Also,
the
administration · in
position, if it had so desired,
to whimsically cut out the
Health Center with the
official approval of the
student body.

---.----

---·-

;!!~~

•

Third, prov1s1ons for
medical specialists admittedl y
have been slow in coming due
to budget c:onstraints and
avai lability of doctors in a
specialist category who are
willing to devote the time to
on-campus work. These facts
can be verified by Dr. Ego lf.
· However, at this time,
gynecology service is being
provided by the Student
Health Center. Consequentl y,
I must question the accuracy of
your statement, "none of these
ever came into existence."
Further on in your editorial
the following statement occurs,
"The move to cut off all funds
to the Student Health Center
was like cutting offour nose to

TICKET LOCATIONS:

TAMPA· RASPUTIN'S (FORMERLY SLAK SHAK); SEARS
ST. PETE· MODERN MUSIC & RATS HOLE
CLEARWATER· BELLAS HESS & -STEREO TAPE SHOP
SARASOTA · TWO FILES HIGH

J) . , )

Film sucCeed·s,
captures gap

Award winning director visits class
-

Me·I Stuart three-time nominee. for the Academy Award
for best director and winner of four Emmy awards for "The
Making of the . President: 1960" was guest speaker last
Thursday at Dr. David Horsman Com 356 class.

Lampoon punches Nixon
By Lisa Smith
Oracle Staff Writer

A series ·o f humorous attacks
on Richard Nixon, published
by NPP Communications
Group, is entitled II A
Collection of Political Humor
from National Lampoon".
Including articles with such
provacative titles as "Richard
Nixon's Dream Supreme
Court," "Is Nixon Dead?" and
"The. Wit; Wisdom and
Warmth of John Mitchell," as
. told by Ric~arc! Ni~on, could

have substantial impact on the
President's image duririg this
election year.
The articles foster quesrion.s,
however humorously, about
Nixon's -basic ability to cope
with his weighty position.
[[[[
DELACORTE PRESS
announces ~alph Blum's Old
Glory and the Real-Time Freaks
($5.95).
Written as a letter - by
seventeen-year-old, · nearly. always-stoned and quite
.complacent Quintus Ells to his

1

Children' to birth
_or~ginal technique
A heretofore unexplored
dimension in USF'.s Reader's
Theatre productions will be
added to today's presentation-an improvisational pianist.
The innovative technique
· - will be 'i mplemented in
Their
on
"Children
Birthdays," a Bernard Downs
adaptation of the short story by
Truman Capote, premiering
today at 2 p.m. as the first of
Qtr. 3's Speech Department
Literature Hours.
Walt Jones, a graduate
student in the Speech
department will beatthe piano,
audience
allowing .
temperament and stage action

grandchild. Ells explains such
luxuries of being a "privileged
member of a protected species"
as losing one's virginity,
embarking on an African safari,
and joing the drug experiment.
Ells, a rich, happy, intelligent
freak, wants his grandchild to
be illuminated as to life in these
precarious seventies:

Milos Foreman's . "Taking
Off" succt;eds whet..e. most
filmakers of today failed; it
captures a fresh new look about
the generati,oh gap.
In his.first American film, the
young Czech director uses
comedy as a'n instrument of
sadness. Through the use of
funny scenes ~Forman shows
the utter inability . of the
parents' generation to penetrate
the spontaneous world of
_
youth.
"TAKING OFF" is a
pleasureable satiric comedy,
consistent with the subject
matter and the style of the
director's earlier comedy,
("Fireman's Ball")
Using a loosely-structured .
script and 'co~plete artistic
freedom, Foreman 'shot
"Taking Off' in the manner
much the same as the one he ·
used when filming hi~ Czech
comedies.
Working in a foreign
language and in foreign soil, he
weaves an audition in and out
of his story of suburban parents
who set out to find their
runaway.d aughterand w1nd up
repairing dieir own marriage.
LINNEA HEACOCK,
plays the role of the runaway,
who is lured from her secure
i suburban home by an East

jReview
.

Villa.ge rock audition.
Foreman captures in the faces .
and songs of hundreds of
_runaways and lost street girls
all Heeded to know of Linnea's
world.

Pardon,
our error
Three of the University
Film Association's (UFA)
Horror House Specials were
from yesterday's. omitted
article.
"The Hunchback of Notre
Dame" and "The Phantom of
the Opera," both silent movies-,
will be shown May 17 in ENA.
·
Admission is 50¢. ·
"Vampyr," which was
announced as playing on May
5 will, be shown, instead, on
May 10.

"RECKLESSLY FUNNY!''
New Yorker Magazine

- 1 "TAKING OFF"
Tonight 7 & 9:30
LAN 103

b~'

malt,
Whe~ MillJr
Miller brews 1t bag. ·

to influence his playing.
THE LIGHT-hearted story
is a character study of ten-yearold Miss Bobbitt. Cristine
Harding plays Miss Bobbitt; a
sort of 1920's-1930's "Shirley
Temple." Dean Taylor
narrates the chamber theatre
•production.
Although "Children on
Their Birthdays" is no~ one of
Capote's most important or
most noted work's, it is one of
his funniest.
The performance will be
repeated on Wednesday, April
19, at 2 p.m. Both shows are in
LAN 103_, free to the public.

Lunch For ALL At The
BAPTIST STUDENT CENTER
Every~ Thursday Qtr." Ill

to

1:30 ·P.M.
11 :30 A.M.
13110 50th Street
Phone: 988-6487

P.M.

\ ,}~ - - - - . . . .:.::.:.:.

Try the big malt liquor fro_m Miller.

n ytime"
"Come See Us_A_

/

50¢
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- -.Fi'lm Art Series sold out-'- 1

schedule and even turn people
away, " he said.
The Film Art Series has no
budget; the program uses the

Like most successful
enterprises, the Film Art Series
,at USF had a . humble
beginning; an uncut version of
"King Kong" and at times only
40 to 75 patrons. .
Today , Dale Rose, program
coordinator for the Series; ·can
afford the luxury of turning
back people because
performances are all sold' out
(LAN 103, ENA 275).
"When we started there was
only the Film Classic League
on campus and they showed
the standard foreign films, so I
wrote a proposal stating that
the film program could break
even and that we should'go into
more experimental type films,"
Rose said.

T HE EXPERIM E N T
although met by hostile reaction at the beginning,
proved quite successful and had
a $500 profit to show for the
first year.
Rose believes that last year's
Summer program was what
gave the Series the reaL start.
"We had scheduled one
weekly showing because I
fi_gured that not too many
people would show up. Well, as
it turned o_ut we broke even,
had to add perfo5mances to our
.

) I

Japanese festiva ·1
of f.i lms to shoW
Ozu's T~kyo Story''

box office money to pay for
advertising and rental of the
films.
''I hope that USF can

become a showcase for fiim
showing for independent or
experimental films m the
South," Rose said.

·Artist Series seen
as most ·successful
The umon of the Artist
Series Program to Florida
Center for the Arts has proven
more successful than some
marriages.
Almost ·as old as USF. the
Series went from small concert
attractions to headlines like
Ravi Shankar.

WHEN ROSE and John
Coker,'Events Coordinator for
Florida Center for the Arts ,
first took over in 1969, they
found it necessary to ask for a
one year probationary period.
Rose and Coker then showed
students that their judgement
·
of events could be trusted.

"The programs offered by
the Series before 1969 had so
very little appeal that its
existance was threatened by a
cut in funds," Dale Rose,
program coordinator, said.

"It is interesting when you
start looking back. In the
beginning John and I worked
like dogs to get this thing to
work. We knew that the
student trust was on the line

and that we would lose it if the
series did not work," Rose said.
Rose fee.ls that the greatest
reward they can receive is
knowing that the students are
satisfied with the programs
presented by the Series and this
to him is all the incentive
needed to carry-on .
"RECKLESSLY FUNNY!"
New Yorker Magazine

"TAKING OFF"
Tonight 7 & 9:30 P.M.
LAN 103

11

By LISA SMITH
Oracle Staff Writer
The Film Arts Series has
sched.uled a Japanese Film
Festival for mid-May, taking
its impetus on May 16 with one
of the ten greatest movies ever
(according to the International
Film Cri_tics), "Tokyo Story,"
and ending on May 2 1.
"Yojimbo" will be the first of
the . 12 films, playing in LAN
103 at 7 p.m. on May 16. At
.9 : 3 0, Ya s u j i r Q Oz u ' s
masterpiece "Tokyo Story"
will be offered, again, in LAN
103.
Ozu's "Tokyo Story,"
portrays the splitting seams of
Japan's family-system quilt
after World War II.
. May 17 will see showings of
"Ugetsu," at 7 p.m., and "Red

ca~r~s
Act1v1t1es
-

April 12-UC Bridge ·Lessons
Beginners 2 p:m. Intermediates 3 p,m.
UC 251. Speech . Dept. Literature
Hour. LAN 103. 2 p.m. Admission
free. Film Art Series. "Taking Off."
LAN 103. 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission
50 cents. Music Department Wind
·· Music. FAH 101 . 8:30 p.m.
Admission free.
April 13-UC Cra~t Shop. Candle
Making. UC 63. 6:30-9:30 p.m.
April 14-UC Weeken0 Movie.
" K<:lly'sHeroes" . LAN 103. 7:30and
- 10 p.m. Admission 50 cents. UC Band
Dance. UC Ballroom. 9 p.m.-1 a.m.

Bernd" af 9:30 p.m. Both films
will be in LAN 103.
"BOY," at 7 p.m., and
"Kwaidan," at 9:30 p.m. will
be featured on May 18 in LAN
103 .
On May 19 the program will
switch locations to ENA,
offering "End of Summer," at
7:30 p.m., and "Chikamatzu
Monogatari" at 9:30 p.m.
The first show of May 20
will be "Samurai," at 7:30, to
be followed by "Life of 0Haru," at 9:30.
The two finales . of the
Japanese Film Festival will be
"Fires on the Plain," to be
shown at 7:30 p.m., and
:'Ikuru," with a 9:30 showing.
Prices of admission to the
films will vary.

Jatnaicans
to perform
The Jamaican Folksingers
will perform Saturday at 8:30
p.m. and Sunday at 7:30 p.m. at
the· Theatre Auditorium . .
Sponsored by · the Artist
Series, the group will bring
some of Jamaica's wealth of
musical heritage to areas of.
society and to an audience that
would not normally be
exposed to authentic Caribbean
folk music.
General Admission tickets
for the · performance are $3,
students with 1.0. $1.50. For
information call the Theatre
Box office, ext. 2323.

MAKE MOTHER PROUD:
Submit your prose, ·drama, poetry
and artwork to the

- - SOUTH FLORIDA REVIEW - -

THE ETHNIC .ARTS OF THE CARIBBEAN: SONG, DANCE AND DRAMA

.Mo

~Q ~Q

_£!\OOi1a~i1 ~rnooa·rn~

SAT. & SUN. APR. ·15 & 16
THEATRE AU.DITO'RIUM
Curtain Sat. April ·15 - 8:30 p.m.
Curtain Sun. April 16 -. 7:30 p.m.

Lan - Lit 472

YES,
Only 5 more shopping days left to submit to your Campus
Literary-Art magazine. Final Deadline is Monday April 17.

Admission $3.00

U.S.F. Full-time Students $1.50 ·

TAT Box Office Open l ·: 15 - 4: 30 weekdays

50¢

..
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No money,' "say runners, wrestlers
-r

.

1

DePeiza ,nay run'

No _c oach, no funds;
tnatrn.e n doubt future ~,

1

I

of -furids

o_qt

if USF was not a club, but a
The t.JSF Wrestling Club is
team with a coach. Trice added
trying to - stay alive and
thattheBrahmans"wouldbeip
improve its · organization
according . t~ club member -better .shape and would be
be~er competition" if they had
Richard Ford.
a regular training program.
"If the school could give us
Altliough the club has little
better support and a coach 'o/e
to go on, the wrestlers make the
could do a lot," Ford said. The
best with what they have. In te
sopho'm ore just finished third
AAU tourney hosted by.US.E
in the 125-lb.classattheAAU
last weekend, Chairman Dari
W rest Ii n g
0 pt: n ·
Hoicomb said, "We had
Championships_, but added, "I
excellent quality in terms of
wish it (the .finish) could have
participants."
·
/ been better."
The·Brahmans will host tlie
Wrestling advisor Woody
Southern Regional Olympic
Trice said the club received
$400 this year to CP.1i /{travel ', Qualifying Tournament on
and • April 29 and 30. Holcomb said,
expenses, u~ · fdn., s
was chosen as the
• · · "USF
Uc>
entrance fe.es. '
tournament site because we are
in v o Iv ed In
Trice,
very centrally located ~nd
' intramurals as wejl as
we're convenient for all the
be
would
it
wrestling, said
schools."
southern
competition
easier to schedule

that he has approved three of
the next four, meets' that
Coswell wants to run in.

By JOHN BRILL
Oracle Sports Writer
Co·swell DePeiza continues
. his quest for a tryout with the
Trinidad Olympic team, but
time is running. ·outt and more
important, so is the money.
June 10 and 11 are the dates
for the Trinidad tryouts and
Coswell must get his time in the
1500 meters down to 3:41.6.,
and seems well on the way to
doing1 this.

COSWELL's next meet is
this weeken9. in the Dogwood
Relays at the University of
Tennessee. Bowers didn't
approve the Quantico Relays
in Vi_rginia because that event
isn't until May and he wants to
see how the money situation is
·
then.
Since the cross-country
program was dropped at USF,
.Coswell has had scholarship ·
- offers from Florida and Florida
.State. Cos also said he heard
from Boston and the
University ·of Michigan, but
didn't think seriously about
these offers because of the
weather.

LAST _ WEEKEND
Coswell ran at the Lake City
CC Invitational and won the
mile in- 4: 13 .3, his second best
time ever. Cos also finished
third in the 880.
The 22-year-old junior said
he would like to get his time
down to 4:07 in the mile before
June. That would.put th~clock
• near the qualifying mark in the
1500 meter, which is about 120
yards shorter than the mile.
The money is the other
problem. Right now, Coswell is being sent to these meets with
the crossthe money left
country budget.
Dr. Richard T. Bowers,
athletic director, said there is
$500 left in the account and

m

INEXT UPI
TODAY
Bas eball , USF vs . He rhun/cCookman ar 3:30 p.m.
USF Karare Club, lntermediares, 89:30 p.m., ( ;ym dance room .
Soccer doubleheader; Universiry
Srare Hank (USF) plays T ampa
lnternarionals, 7 p.m.; USF Soccer
Club plays C lea~warer, 8 p.m. , USE .
Yoshukan comperirion Karare ar 7
p.m., USF G ym fencing rocim.
Sp_orrs Car Club meering, 2 p.m.,
UC 201.
THURSDA Y
Baseball, USF vs. Embry Riddle ar
Dayrona, 3:30 p.m.
Yoga, 7 p.m., Gym IOI . So
insrrucrion· fee.
Yoshukan comperirion Karare, 7
y .m., USF G ym fencing room .
USF Kara re Club, beg inners 6- 7
p.m. ; lntermediares, ·7-8 p.ni. , USF

- THE TWO state schools
DePiaza
remain in the picture, however,
and Coswell said if the mental
... Mqnich bound?
pressure got too bad, he might
leave. He described the mental · · out and his having to work for
pressure as the budget running
travel money for the meets,
plus -attend school.
Currently, Coswell is happy
at USF and said he might
consider graduation first, then
running.

Relax mind,

body atYoga

A studen.t's life is full of
tension, but yoga is a way to
relax, according to Joseph
Dellagrotte,.
"Look at the spectrum of
student life: reading, studying,
being constantly examined and
one ends up with a body that is
full of tension and anxiety. The
body cannot meet the de_mands
of a .continual performance
and tension becomes a way of
life," Della Grotte said.
·He suggests Yoga, · "the
oldest and most effective
system for physical and mental
developmenr," and teaches
classes Thursday and Friday
evenings at 7 in Gym 101.
Entry fee is $6 and you must
sign up with the Yoga Clu.

BICYCLES
Complete Line of

Raleigh Bicycles ·
Also - Racing
Accessories

TAMPA
CYCLE CO .

.CLASSIFIEDS
974-2620
,.

1605 N. Franklin St.
229-8409
Moster Charg e -

-

Bonk Am eric.o Co rd

.

INCOME TAX
Since 1956

ACCURATE BOOKKEEPING CO.
6100 NEBRASKA AVE.
239-1172

r
TAX SPECIALISTS -

~

.

COMPLETE PRl'(ACY,

Reasonable Rates
No Waiting
Ample Parking
Easy In & Out

.

.

Men's IM softball
deadline today
•) J

·

fo.r J',
Today is the entry deadline for teams and individuals
' It
.
. , ; "lfb •. >7.r
.
lntrai:1ural_softball for Qtr. 3.
an entire team or ,, !
Umverstty departments may_ enter·
1
individuals may register and be placed 0n a team by sig'1ing ur,. -1~·:/~~ '
in the IM pffice in PED 100, or by calling Ext. 2125.
· Gall}es will be scheduled at 5:30 p.m., Monday-Thursda'\ ~;cq
· i
starting April 17.

~

Present· this ad and receive :
I------------------,I

•

. 125% off on any Watts Recordl
1
. .stoc k
Care · K",t ,n
II
I
I

.

I

---------~---------
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He·a.v y schedule.
set for ·hooters
-.

.

.

I

USF soccer team enters three
hectic weeks of league play
tonight at 7 when they kick-off
against
the . Tampa
Internationals.

~'Batman" and Batgirls
USF batgirls pause from picking~~~ bats, keeping score and chasing foµI balls
at all Brahman baseball games to"l,~k things over with manager lespy Nelson
11: From left: Giriny Elias, Jay Fr,sur, Debbie S.wanson, Beth Holden, Mable
Hill.
·

.

Golfers first in local ,meet
.
. .

-

The league winner will play
an alt-star league team in May,
_b ut more important will be
USF's competition for the
Florida Amateur Cup. ·

'Playing
under the
Sponsorship of University
State Bank the team is 7-0-1
for the sea.son and first place in
Florida West Coast, Central, ·
the first-division of the Florida and Southern League teams
West Coast Soccer League.
will compete in the invitational
_
tourney, and USF- -is ·a sure
Tonight's match will be seed. The Brahmans finished in
followed by a game between • the finals once, and in the semithe USF Soccer Club and a finals two years of the past
Clearwater soccec team at three, but Holcomb said the
8 p.m.
team is QOt as Strong as it was in
the past. "The. other leagtie_s
In the next two weeks· five will
provide
tough
home games are scheduled for competition. We'll just have to
USF including a scrimmage at wait and see," he concluded.
,,
'
·10:30 a.m._ April 22 against
Rollins. .
. .....,.....R_E_C_K_LE_S_S_L:_¥_F_U_N_N_Y_!'_'- -

/

Pat Lindsey hit a-low 68 to
Invitational, aQ.d they have
le~d USF to a 29 ..point victory . been practicing daily _in
over University of Tampa in . prepa'.ration for the tourney
three;..team
tournament
which has slated some of the
- yesterday atM:icDill Air Fore~
toughest teams in the south.
Base.
•· Lindsey was low i~dividual
for the meet and USF also had
the second1low . man, Bob
· Dudley,_. who finished with 30
' points.
·

Vince Head, Tom Knapp,
Bryan Hawke, al}djohn Purvis
· complete the team wh_ich also
has hopes for an NCAA fir)als_
biq later this summer.

Diyision play-offs for the
New Yorker Magazine
league will be held May 7 and _ ! "TAKING OFF"
Coach Dan Holcomb .believes
Tonight 7 & 9:30 P.M.
the tourney may be .at USF.
Having defeated every league LAN 103
50¢
✓

-

There~ a lot of -Z

240-Z:-W-umer QI
Africa and Atlanta.

The Brahmans scored 290
after the lowest four of six
rounds were compil~. UT
followed with 319 point~ and
··Florida Presbyterian ✓ College
finished last with 327. ·

·team, USF is also favored to
win the ·league title.

'bi every -DalSIIII 1200.

The .USF team will go to
Statesborough, Ga. April 20:.
2 2 for the Chris Schenkel

Autocross· set
here S~nday
1

USF Sports Car Club will ,
sponsor an autocross this
weekend for community
drivers.
·
Registration will begin at the
Engineering Parking Lot, 8:30
a.m. Sunday and the first car is
scheduled to run at 10:30.
. A · practice run will be held
Saturday for both beginners
and .experienced autocrossers,
startmg at noon.
·,
According to rallymaster
Howard Duncan, autocrossing
is a timed event which -tests car
handling and the driver's skill
on a course.
In Sunday's-event there will
be 16 .classes·· of ·cars from
American and fordgn street
cars to modified autos. One ·
· competes only against cars of .
the same type as his, according
·,
to Duncan.
Scoring is usually the best of, '
three timed runs, but Larry
Jennings said Tuesday that the
dub is going t0 . try for four
individual runs at Sunday's
meet.
Some 90 autocrossers
·. participated in the _club's · 1ast
autocross, -held before quarter
break, according to Jennings.
Spectators will be welcome
at Sunday's mee(.
.

Datsun240-Z: Winner of the 1971
East African Safari and the 1971
Road Race of Cha·mpions. Engineering excellence carried the day, and
every Datsun we build carries on
the tr~dition.

Case in point: The Datsun 1200
Sport Coupe._ Its refinements read
like a pedigree. Solid unibody construction·. 4-speed stick shift". Safety ·
front disc brakes. Vinyl-trimmed
interior with reclining bucket seats~
Nylon carpeting. Tinted glass.
Whitewalls. Around 30· miles per
gallon. All included in the price. ·

.

/

.FEL.L OWS

.:

MOTOR CO., · 1NC.·
TAMPA'S ·#'l. DATSUN DEALER
SERVING -TAMPA 42 YEARS
813 .W. KENNEJ)-Y BLVD.

240-Z and Datsun 1200. They're
two ends of our spectrum, yet they
stiare many similarities; Maybe you
don't think winning races is jmpor- ·
tant for,a family car. But it sure beats
whatever' s second.

I

,

PHONE ·252 •3106 ·

·oATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

~·~ . ~~· ~ · ~~ ·
1200 Coupe

..

1200 Sedan

510 _2-Dr Sedan 510 4-Dr Sedan

_510 Wagon
.

.

Pickup

240-.Z

-
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Discovery Room future bleal<
Room, in the _ Recreation
Building by the swimming
pool, stress creativity and
Imaginative day-care service freedom of expression.
Fields trips are frequent and
is the promise of the Discovery
often
suggested by the children
Room under the guidance of
themselves.
The fee for · the
Kevin and Eileen McVeigh.
service
is
$1
per
half day from 8
The kind of energy that
a.m.
to
11
:30
and
$2 per full
active, interested two-to-six- day
from
8
a.m.
to
6 p.m .
year-old children generate can
family. I used to feel bad about
be found in overflow quamities
leaving the kids with a sitter or
LUNCHES MUST be
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. five days a·
neighborhood service. Now I
provided
by the parents. Fiveweek at the care center., which
don't
worry. Jackie never used
was established beginning Qtr. y ear-old Richard likes
to
talk
much, now we can't shut
Discovery Room", cause it's so
2.
·her up. She comes home
-fun." His father, fulltime
smgmg.
STUDENT PARENTS of student Richard Jones, 4765
"THE STAFF shows more
49th Ave. N., has more
· pre-school children are turning
practical
reasons
.
for
his
•interest
in the kids.You can tell
on to this service sponsored by
the McVeighs' have had
The
father
ofenthusiasm.
·the Office of Student Affairs
three, his two youngest training," Jones said. Mrs .
and more than 20 take
children
are enrolled at the McVeigh received her BA and
advantage of the service.
child-care center.
a certification for K-6 from
The children Discovery
"My wife _works fulltime,"
Marymount College in New
Jones related, "and this is a York, then taught for two
period · of sacrifice for my
By TOM KANE
Bay Campus Reporter

USF

Bay

Campu

·

Sechen named

'

.

II

Kevin McV ehigh ·had two
years of volunteer work in a
community day care center
while working for his MA .at
Fordham University in New
York.
"It's the male influence that
really helps," said Mrs . Donna
Bowman, 7401 17th Way N., a
fulltime education student and
mother of two.
."The effect that the men here
have on Cynthi? helps me out
at hom·e. She is more obedient
now. They use ·a positive
approach in everything, even
punishment," said Mrs.
Bowman.
DISCOVERY
ROOM
may not be open beyond Qtr
30 due to recent cuts in the
student activities budget this
service has a bleak future. At
present there are no definite
plans for the day-care center
after Qtr 3 ends. The allocation

of Student Activities fees, from
which ~he care center was
partially funded, is scheduled
for discussion at the next
Student Affairs Committee
(SAC), which ·has not been set.
The center received $3,500
student activities fees during
Qtrs' (2) and (3 ) ..
Th,e SAC is the only
representative body for St. Pete
Campus students in the
administrative structure of the
University. According to
members of the committee and
admenstrative · officials, the
day-care service is high on the
priority list of stud·e nt
activities.
"RECKLESSLY FUNNY!"
New Yorker Magazine

"TAKING OFF"
Ton.ight 7 & 9:30 P.M.
LAN 103

50¢

· to A CHA group

in Atlanta
R~bert Sechen, Student
Government
secretary . of
Finance, was named last week
to a . nationwide student
steering committee of the
American College . Health
Association (A-CHA).
Sechen was selected by other
students who attended the
A CHA meeting in Atlanta last
week . He and Malcolm Hayes,
a member of the finance·
committee, attended the
meeting to obtain information
about other campus health
_centers, particularly in the area
of funding.
Sechen said the committee is
to provide student input in all
ACHA discussions and to
acquire information on student
health center needs.
"I plan to keep abreast of
college health activities that
might· be of concern to USF
students," Sechen said . .
Other -student committee
representatives are from
Berkeley, Atlanta, Indiana, and

New York.

Alumni seek·
outstanding
USF senior
USF's Alumni Asso~iation
is accepting nominations for"
the Outstanding Senior A ward
to
be
presented
at
Commencement in June.
The students are evaluated
on the basis of leadership,
school sptrtt, scholastic
achievement, personal conduct,
community services and the
student's total eontribution to
the UniverJity.
· Any senior who graduated
in August 9r December of
I 971; March I 972, or will
graduate in June 1972 , is
eligible·.
Any faculty, staff member,
o·r student, may submit a
qualified senior's name by
obtaining a form at the Alumni
Services Office, Room ADM
299, and returning it today.
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Bookstore_ _ _ _ __
Continued from page one

policy was clear-cut and posted
conspicuously throughout the
st9re. He listed the restrictions
on' the refunding of books:
Within first two weeks of
the quarter
_
·
Must bear bookstore price
"THIS HAPPENS a lot
mark
more than -it should," Berry .
Must be free of all
said, "at least 15 or 20 -times
markings
each quarter."
_
Cannot be reference or
"If we could cut that our, it
·special order books.
would solve a lot of my
Berry said the firm book \problems."
return policy was necessary
Other stude nts
have
criticized the limited time in
both for protection of the
which books may be returned.
students and th$! store. Without
the policy, Berry said, stolen
BERRY SAID the limited
books or books bought at other_
time was necessary to the store.
stores could be sold back to the
"Otherwise,'~ he said, "we'd
USF store.
have four people working year
round on book returns."
MONES ALSO said his
Berry said a wide-open book
professor; had canceled the
return policy would result in
book order over a month
increasing prices because of
before ~he purchase.
_ _
theft.
Berry-- said he doubted the
He said students didn't have
order had been canceled as long
to make up stories to return a
as a month before. -He added it
book. "If they have a legitimate
was possible and he was
investigating the matter.
_ reason for book return, all he
has to do is tell us," Berry said.

t
t
t
t

Two heads are better than one
.-.'. especially when you're trying to find
a parking place in the jammed Beta parking
lo.t. Lou De Vos acts as a lookout man

checking for an empty slot, while driver-,
Steve Silver, keeps his eyes on the road.
Oracle photo by John Moale

•

.

Berry also blasted those
professors who "order a book
and come in three or four days
before the quarter and say
they 're not going to us_e the ·
book."

Class if ie-d .Ads--------------

-

..

=-=.•

TYPING SER VICL IBM Selectric.
T ermpapers, manuscripts, theses,
letters and other. 10 min. from USF.
Call Lore Schmell 971-2673.
TURN ON A MODERN IMAGE
- FOR YOURSELF by following 8
priorities necessary for your happiness
I & success. Get this new, fast-selling
book that is the fist to reveal college
students favorably & with cartoons:
ROCKING
THE
FSTABLISHMENT, 164 pages,
Chatterton, Ph. D. Columbia. Tear out .
this notice for bookstore, or m~il notice
with your address and check for $3 .9 5
to Vantage Press, 516 W. 34th St.,
NewYork,N . . Y. 10001.
STUDENT
T RIPS
&
MINITREKS-Europe. North Africa,
Orient. Write S,T.O.P., 2150C
Shattuck, Berkeley, Calif.·94 704 or sef
Travel Agent.
To Bug and Sweets: Everybody loves
som~body sometimes -- yuk! yuk! --·
-just good friends .
Wedding PHOTOGR:APHER, also
invitations for all occasions. After 6 call
621-1607.
'
TRAVELING?
STAY
OVERNIGHT FREE! Stuck at
home? Meet traveling people.
' Ex.c hangeprivilegeswith members in
U.S. & Canada. Write: Universi'ty
Travelers Club, Box 9147, Berkely,
Ca. 94709.
Apocalypse Presents Campus Talent
night at the Empty Keg. Come see
your friends-April 15; 9 to 12 pm.
Free! . ·

Will be handling· Ray Greene fiberglass
sailboats and canoes in this ' area. Top
quality boats ranging from $250-$2700.
for information call 254•0321.

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
-Australia, Europe, S. America, Africa, etc.
All professions & occupations, $700 to
&300 monthly. Expenses paid, overtime, _
sightseeing. Free information - Write Jobs
Overseas, Dept. J 1, Box 15071, San
Diego, CA. 92115.

Beautiful 2 BR mobile home, A-C,
Furniture like new. N .. Nebraska, near
USF, shopping. 932-2468.
Apocalypse Presents - SOUTHERN
FOLK . FESTIVAL. Free, on
CrescentHill,-Sunday 3 to 5:30. Workshop, Empty Keg, Sunday, 8-9:30,
April 16.
Professional Typist - typing & printing by
professi~nals. Will type termpapers,
resumes, letters, envelopes, anything .
Rea~ble. Coll--872-9807. · -

For a Marxist Analysis of world affair~
read the WEEKLY PEOPLE and it$ '
literature. Free Sample. Socialist Labor
F·arty, Box 200," ·srooklyn, N.Y. 11202.
.

.

.

JANITQRS NE_EDED: 7-8:30 am,
1½ hrs. 6 or 7 mornings per week.
Work located ½ mile from USF. $1.70
hr. Crystal Cleaning, ph, 872-2729
. Leave ph. no., name, or address.

VACANT POSITIONS AT U .S".f.
The following positions are to be filled:
Accountant II-$8664; La
Technologist Il-$7176;
La
Technologist I-$6264; Boiler
Operator I (temp) -$5052; Custodial
Worker-$3960; *Storekeeper 1-$5 172;
Keypunch Operator OPS-$2 .00 hr.;
*Sales Clerk (10am-7pm)-$4152;
*Clerk Typist II-$4 I 52; *Clerk l$3624; (*Require testing((. THE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH

FLORIDA IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUN ITY EMPLOYERR.
For further information contact
Personnel Services, FAO 11, ext.
2530.
,

IIH•i~!!

model. 6400 miles. Showroom
condition. Make offer. Call 971-2578.
1963 Corvair Monza 4 speed. Value
job, runs great, -beautiful interio;, one
owner, must sell -only $170. Call ·8768333 anytime.

1969 Honda 305 Super Sport 'tB77
Sacrifice at $425. Excellent condition,
cared for by mature o~ner. Call 994·
5811, St. Pete

LOST wedding ring in Lan. Ljt. Bldg.
Wide gold band with circle of garnets.
CORVETTE 70 Red Convertible . Please call 971-097 3 or Karen-in Social
AM-FM Radio, 4-speed 350ci-350HP, · Foundations.
24,000 mi, Balance of 50,000 m,
warranty. $3795. Call 87'7-1997 .
FOUND jacket in LAN l 15, Monday
night. Identify and claim at 932~4905
Triumph motorcycle 650 Tiger. 1970

l

fYPING: ·MY HOME. Reasonable, accurate, moderately priced. Call after 5:30
p .m. ·or on WEEKENDS. 251 -6331.

~NDROS RADIO- 92 FM. Call 6512 nightly

9-12 - w;th your requests.
University Oaks now renting large I
bedrm apt twin beds, furn ., central heat
& air. 1407 ID Ave. Ph. 971-1307 or
876-8312.

I

JOBS

MEN & WOMEN ,~~-'-

FOr a beautiful complexion
at any age,
use a Tawashi.
(Nature's ·wash ~loth) /
V'Jhy the indestru~ible T AWASH I works .
The entire body (except the tender area around the
eyes) is covered with a thin layer of dead, dry skin.
Ordinary washing can't remove this dead skin or the
bacteria in it. The tiny ventricles of the TAWASHI
gently but firrr,ily remove this residue, stimulate the
natural body oils, and leave the skin ,(especially the
face) fresh and vibrant.

How to use your TAWASHI
The TAWASHI is not a miracle and should not be
used to rub away existing wrinkles. The proper pressure on each part of the body varies with individuals:
Simply soap the smoother side and µse as a wash
cloth all over (except around the eyes} :

$1.98 AT DRUG STORES
(THE4•5 INCH ·TAWASHI COMES INSIDETHISATIRACTIVEVINYL POUCH . )

...

·,
JOBS ON SHIPS! MEN. WOMEN.
Perfect summer_ jo_b. -or career. No
experence i:equired. Excellent pay. ·
Worldwide travel. Send $2.00 for
· info.rmatiQil. Se~fax Box 1239-FC,
Seatde, Wash. 98111
~uperior student or Univ. prof. want~d
to teach fully prepared review cours.e
for Law Boards (LSAT) and/ or Med
Boards (MCA T). For details call Irwin
Kosdan in Miami, 305-445-1343 or
write Law ~choof Te-st of Florida,
1150 S.W. 1 St., . Rm 301, Miami,
33130.
- Pt. time Secretary-Downtown legal
office. 20-25 hrs. · wk. wkdays:
. aftem<?ons, Sat.: 9-1. Good typist,
knowledge· shorthand pref. Need car.
Call 223-4688.

Mail Order Offer! $2.00 per Tawashi
Tawashi, Inc., New York, N.Y.10036

-.
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Radio 'cl-u b
ge,n erato r
· . The USF Amateur Radio
Club ree::ently. received an
emergency power gerierator
that will enable operations to
continue when normal power
has been lost.
According to the club's
station manager, Glen Jenkins,
, the generator is a "permanent"
- loan from the Hillsborough
· County Civil Defense.
"With the generator,"
Jenkins said, "We can go on for
some time transm1ttmg
weather news and se~ices to
other stations."
The three-kilowat~ gasolinepowered generator is to be used
during hurricapes and other
disasters.
The club station, Call No.
WB4BNH, has . direct
communication with the Civil
Defense headquarters and has
- been active with the emergency
communications network for
five years.

Dr.

Kaplan
tours teri
countries
Dr. M~ Kaplan, director of
the leisure studies program at
USF, left the United States fast
week to begin a two-month
lect:ure of ten Eurqpean
countries.
Representing the only
leisure program in the United
States, . Kaplan .will b~
consultihg_with other experts
in the fields ofleisure ane aging.
He will spend several days in
Israel, where he says the
emphasis is shifting from work
to the quality . of life. He will
discuss this and other concepts
of leisure with faculty members
at the University of Jerusalem.
Attending the third
international cours-e on
"Leisure and the Third Age"
in Dubt:ovnik, Yugoslavia, ·
Kaplan will discuss the
-"Implications for Gerontology
from a · General Theory of
Leisure."
Following an example of a
Russian film on leisure, Kaplan
and rep res en tatives from
Czecho.slavakia, France, West
. Sweden,
Germany ,
Swi tzerland , and Canada· will
initiate p lans for an
international leisure film
project at a meeting in Rome.
Kaplap's wife, _Barbara, a
professor of _music at St. Leo
College, is •accompanying him
and ·touring music ·schools.
sruaents on me ;,ruaem
Interim
Government
Coordinating Council.
These positions will be filled
by a process of nomination and
election from'" the floor of the
SG meeting this Thursday at 7
p.m. in the UC ballroom.
All students interested in
being candidates for the
positions should stop. by the
SG Office for more
information.

"RIGHT NOW," Jenkins
added, · "We have better
transmitting facilities than
them.
· "We have a higher antenna
than them so we have a better
range."
The club station, housed in
SOC 387, also offers students
the opportunity to send
messages to friends and loved
ones to all parts of · ~he U.S.,
South
the
most o f
· America, and Israel at. no cost.
"WE'VE HAD this service
for a long time and many
·people have used it in the past,"
Jenkins said. "But with every
quarter I guess people forget
and we've had a slight drop."
"The only limit on these
messages is how long the
operator on the other end is
willing to stay on and push
buttons/ . Jenkins continued.
" And this will depend on how
b\,lsy he~is."
JENKINS SAID . that
countries with amateur radio
stations are those with "poor
phone service" or privatelyowned phone companies.
"Countries like England
don't allow amateur radio
stations because the
government controls the
_phones and they 'd lose too
much money if people started
this form of communication
instead of 'long_ distance
calling," Jenkins said.
The club is presently
looking. for new members. All
interested persons should
contact Jenkins or Frank
Moore, club president, at 9742177.

Oracle photo by John Moale

Dialing Buenos Aires~ G·len Jenkins, station manager ·

tune-s in on Argentina

Wom en---- -,----- --

and the - women have present his or her .arguments.
co-op~rated with each other," The committee will require
·
eliminate the inequity, Dr.
withlogical arguments
Dr. Kimmel said.
Kimmel said.
the committee substantiation, and will
However,
A counterpart is defined as
will begin arbitration of five or arbitrate a selection, she said.
the m,an who is most like the
cases, probably next week,
six
Mackey
When Dr.
woman in question in terms of
the
cases,
these
In
said.
she
appointed the committee last
.training and experience, years
were
chairman
her
and
woman
quarter, he affirmed the
of service, and productivity.
compromise
or
JJniversity's committment . to
Each full-time faculty woman unable to agree
a male counterpart.
co~recting salary inequities that
and her department chairman on
be
will
litigation
"The
exist as the result of sex
had been asked by the
as possible," discrimination.
quietly
as
handled
committee to define that
Dr. Kimmel said. She .said the
Members of the committee
woman's counterpart.
process to are Professors Silvia R. Fiore,
set
no
has
committee
Forthe remainder oft:he 136
follow, but will ask earn party Juanita H. Williams and
cases, the committee has not
'
talk with the committee and s·tewart L. Swihart.
to
received responses from both
the woman and her chairman, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Dr. Kimmel said. She urged
any full-time woman or
chairman who has not
forwarded a response to the
committee to do so as soon as
possible. Dr. Mackey has
requested that the committee's
final recommendations be
forwarded to him by May 1.
"WE ARE pleased with
our progress and the extent to ·
which department chairmen
Continued from page one

I

Access, interface tonigh~
President · Mackey will be
available to answer student
questions on WUSF-FM's
Access program - tonight at
6:JO.

TV Channel 16, at 6:30' p.m . .
.
Also on the' program will be
a panel discussion on the
Military Industrial bcoinplex
with Dr. Walter Adams,
former president of Michigan
State University.

INTERFACE

HOTLINE

Highlights of exhibits
recently displayed at the USF
Business Fair will be showrt
tonigh_t ·on .Interface, WUSF-

President Mackey will hold a
Hotline session Thursday in
UC 158 from 11 :30 a.m.12:30 p.rrt

ACCESS

YOU TOO, CAN ENJOY THE _H.IGHEST

Q UALITY
STANDARD of _
COUN'T ON SPOTLESS TO
DELIVER THE BEST
CRAFTSMANSHIP AT
COMPETITIVE PRICES

~

Sandone

.,~~Jtil~~ttr

COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents

JEAN-CLAUDE BRIALY
in A Film by
ERIC ROHMER
Clill?~•§ "~~~
Color

~~

AREA PREMIERE
Monday, April 17 - Tuesday, April 18
7 & 9:30 P.M. LAN 103 $1.00
Florida ·center for the Arts
Film Art Series

HOMER F. HERNDON
T 0 y 0 T A
"WE CARE"

Ca!ifiid Mosl<r Dr_yclrarttr

LOCATIONS:
8914-56th St., TEMP.LE TERRACE
AND

1 HR. CLEANING
AT OUR UNIVERSITY PLAZA PLANT

2 Locations

* 3901 Florida Ave.
* 3909 Florida Ave.

PH.223-4902

-

HOMER F. HERNDON

